And from the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take it by force.
– Matthew 11:12
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Hello Loves! Welcome to the second half of 2019 which brings so much even than that. Many of you, myself included, found the first half of
this year filled or, rather, littered with obstacles, distractions and all manner of repulsive acts from the soul of the enemy. But I tell you, no
matter what demonic things the enemy thought he was doing to us, Our Heavenly FATHER HAD OTHER PLANS all along. Here’s a HOLY
SPIRIT Inspired WORD from The Throne so you can put a pin in the map of your destiny:

Sweet children who come to The FATHER for direction, peace, contentment and comfort you are in the right position. You have been standing
in the proverbial line of fulfillment, waiting. You’ve experienced the delays of the enemy, the distractions of the enemy, and first-hand demon
forces of the enemy in your wait yet you never gave up! The FATHER Of All Creation has deemed you ready, your number for your turn with
HIM to receive your promotion and marching orders has been called and it’s your time to RISE and shine!
No more does The FATHER call this “your ‘season,’” HE simply calls this PURPOSE. It’s a TIME Of PURPOSE! No more “seasons” of this and
“seasons” of that, it is the APPOINTED TIME of fulfillment so that you can be found operating in that which HE Has Purposed you.
If ever there was a TIME for you to do what HE Placed you in the earth to do, NOW is the time. As you move forward, focus in on the
SAVIOR like never before. HE WHO Has Redeemed you has Ransomed you and Called you BLESSED. All authority of Heaven and earth is in
HIS Hands and HE has pointed to that and Called it forth and pointed to this and Summoned it forth, Clapped HIS Mighty Hands and Sent a
shockwave of fear into the enemy’s camp and Waved HIS Hand over you to pronounce HIS UNstoppable blessings, peace and joy over your
life.
Be encouraged to know that THE WAIT WAS WORTH IT! Be OBEDIENT, TRUST, REST and ENJOY in the Name of Our LORD and SAVIOR!

If you don’t yet know The SAVIOR personally consider that HE May be Speaking to your heart right now and drawing you to HIM. Ask HIM
to forgive your sins (something BELIEVERS continue to do daily), ask HIM to be your SAVIOR and invite HIM into your heart then request
HIS Guidance for your life and find out how HE wants you to serve HIM and others. Again, this will be the best investment you’ll ever make
in life! Try HIM.
I’d love hearing from you Loves! I covet the thought of praying with and for you. Whether you reach out on Twitter at @ProphetessSD, on
IG @SherylDenise1 or by messaging me here on my website, you are very welcomed! To message me here simply use the contact form on
the “Contact Me” page and tell me a little about yourself. Read and meditate on the scriptures I provide under the #WISDOMwednesday
Twitter hashtag. Keep studying and watch how much you find out that you were #BFT, #BornForThis!!! The next #WISDOMwednesday will
be in August unless HOLY SPIRIT drops something new. Otherwise, there are so many WORDS here at BY FORCE International for you to
read, study and inquire of HIM regarding. It’s TIME! You were BORN FOR THIS!!! LOVE YOU! Happy RISE in July! XOXO

